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urrent methods for displaying the vectorcardiogram (VCG) depict the spatial orientation and magnitude of the instantaneous electrical vectors generated by the "equivalent cardiac dipole" as points in space. These points are temporally and spatially related to form a loop which begins and ends at or near the same point. This loop is photographed from an oscilloscopic screen as it is displayed in three mutually perpendicular planes. The correlation of individual points in one plane with corresponding points in another is frequently difficult and sometimes impossible, and the perception of the spatial orientation of this three dimensional event is not always readily obtained from three separate views.'-2 Most vectorcardiographic systems, moreover, record each of the three views from different heart beats and minor variations between individual beats make the comparison even more diacult. This paper describes a new method for displaying the VCG in three dimensions, employing the recently developed laser optical system known as holography. The image recorded by this technique contains all of the three dimensional information available in the VCG, and allows for quantitative measurements to be made.
Formation of a Hologram
Laser-generated light is distinguished from most other light sources by three basic properties: it is extremely monochromatic, very highly collimated, and is coherent, meaning that all of the waves are travelling in phase. The last of these properties is employed in the process of "wave front reconstruction" to create a hologram. 334 If an object is illuminated with coherent light, and the reflected rays fall on a photographic plate, the image is recorded as an ordinary photograph. However, if a portion of the original light source strikes the plate simultaneously, without being reflected from the object, the photographic emulsion will record the light at each point on the plate according to whether the reflected light (object beam) and OBJECT FIGURE 1. The hologram plate records the interference pattern produced by the object and reference beams impinging from different angles. The components of the system must be virtually motionless with reference to each other, for movement of as little as one-half a wavelength of light during an exposure will blur or completely obliterate the recorded hologram. During construction of the hologram, therefore, all apparatus is firmly bolted to a massive steel table to eliminate all vibrations. non-reflected light (reference beam) amve in or out of phase. Where they are in phase, the waves will summate, and where they are out of phase the waves will cancel each other. In effect, an infinitely complex pattern of interference fringes will be recorded on the plate, and no intelligible image will be seen (Fig 1) . However, when the plate is reilluminated with the coherent light source, light is transmitted according to the information stored in the interference pattern and a virtual image is reconstructed containing all the information in the original scene including the unique property of three dimensionality and parallax of objects in the scene ( Fig 2) .
NEW THREE DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY OF FCG
Multiple exposure holograms can be obtained in the same manner as multiple exposure photograph, and the number that can be made on a single plate is dependent both on the light sensitivity of the plate, and the intensity of the light source. 
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Synthesis of the Vector-Hologram
Using the Frank lead system,6 simultaneous recordings of X, Y and Z orthogonal leads were obtained with a Sanborn 780-6A Visoscope and 1057A Vector Programmer.' The QRS component of the VCG was isolated, recorded at 100 mm/sec, and photographically magnified. The temporally synchronous X, Y and Z leads were divided into 2.5 millisecond intervals and the spatial coordinates for each of 32 instantaneous vectors were thus determined by these points. The apparatus for constructing the hologram consisted of a 15 milliwatt helium-neon continuous laser ~o u r c e . '~ The object beam was directed into a fiber-optic bundle whose distal end was held in a calibrated three dimensional positioner. This end of the bundle was ground to a dull finish to facilitate diffusion of light in illuminating the photographic plate, and was positioned according to the coordinates determined for the 32 instantaneous vectors. A hologram was made of each point by repeatedly exposing the plate. The reference beam consisted of a portion of the original laser light directed through a beam expander onto the hologram plate ( Fig 3 ) .
The plate was developed, and when re-illuminated by the reference beam, the entire vector loop was reconstructed in a three dimensional image. Superimposition of a coordinate axis on the reconstructed image facilitated study of the loop. Our coordinate system consisted of three mutually perpendicular nylon threads suspended from a metal frame. The axis was superimposed on the image by positioning it behind the hologram plate in the precise location of the theoretical axis around which the hologram was constructed. This was easily performed by visual alignment of the instrument ( Fig 4 ) .
Quantitative measurements of the loop were readily made by direct vision on a calibrated coordinate axis or by superimposing a white light spot on any of the points in the image and directly measuring the distance or angular displacement from any other point. The white light spot could be another fiber-optic bundle which was manually manipulated behind the hologram plate so that the spot was superimposed on any point in the image. Superimposition was determined by the absence of parallax between the white spot and the image spot. The distance or angular displacement between any two such points could then be measured directly.
Inasmuch as the image reconstructed by the present technique is derived from the Frank orthogonal lead system, it is clear that no new information has been incorporated in the hologram which was not present in the original signals. What has been achieved, however, is the creation of a real, three dimensional image of the VCG loop which greatly facilitates its visual study. The points in the image are of uniform intensity, thereby obviating the problem sometimes encountered in 0s-cilloscopic displays where the concentration of points near the beginning and end of the loop frequently blurs the image in this area. The high resolution and three dimensional nature of the image permits visual separation of points which may, in fact, be very close together. We have obtained ap- proximately 90' of angular viewing and it is anticipated that this can be enhanced by using larger plates, and by recording the image closer to the plane of the plate. The image formed can be magnified with a lens and quantitative measurements can be easily obtained. Such a display should have great value as a teaching aid for students of vectorcardiography. The equipment needed for display is portable, inexpensive, and the recording itself is a glass plate which can be stored as such, or from which copies can be made.
The light flux from the continuous laser source used in making and viewing the holograms in this study is of an order of magnitude which does not pose a hazard to the eye,6,7 especially as it is viewed through the hologram plate and after passing through a beam expander.
We are currently engaged in devising a system for employing the spatial coordinate information from the orthogonal X, Y and Z leads to position automatically the fiberoptic light source when creating the hologram. This same system can be used for making appropriate quantitative measurements on the holographic image.
Information on the spatial coordinates of any three dimensional structure can be used to make a multiple exposure hologram. An angiogram, if recorded from multiple angles, might be used to determine the coordinates of multiple points along the line of a vessel and a multiple exposure hologram made of these points which, if joined together, would reconstruct a three dimensional diagrammatic image of the vessel. Thus, the methodology outlined in this paper could be readily extended to the display of coronary angiograms, a matter of considerable importance in the area of coronary artery surgery.
